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An Open Letter to New York City Mayor Bill DeBlasio: 
  

Stop Your Vicious Pogrom  

In Williamsburg Now! 
  

Your “Measles Emergency” is a Huge Hoax 
  

Rabbi William Handler 
May 6, 2019 

  
Mr. Mayor: You are guilty of a despicable “Hate Crime,” demonizing helpless Hasidic Jews 
in New York City with your fake “Measles Emergency.” You are putting the lives and the safety 
of all Hasidim at risk. Didn’t you learn anything from the massacre of the Chabad Hasidim 
in Poway, California? Already, just this weekend, there was an unprovoked attack on Hasidim 
in Williamsburg by a gang of thugs, yelling “You ### Jew!” 
You have blood on your hands. You are falsely and very publicly demonizing the Hasidim 
in Williamsburg as dangerous carriers of “The Red Death.”  
At the same time, you are completely ignoring the really deadly diseases being brought 
into New York City by completely unscreened illegals from Central America, who are flooding 
the City and crowding the subways, the schools, and the hospitals. 
You, and your make-believe Health Commissioner Oxymoron Bardot, have chosen to 
completely ignore the threat of the really dangerous diseases—like tuberculosis and polio—
brought here by these illegals, who are protected by your “Sanctuary City” policy. 
Measles in the United States has been a normal, perfectly safe childhood disease since 
the 1950’s, when its death rate declined by 98%, as documented in the professional 
medical literature.  



And, in addition, medical research has proven that children who get the measles enjoy 
lifetime immunity, unlike those who get the vaccine. In addition, medical research has 
also proven that those who get measles are assured of enhanced immunity to heart 
attacks and cancer. 
The MMR-II measles, mumps, and rubella shot, which you are so assiduously promoting is 
unproven and dangerous. Over the last 10 years, 105 children have died after receiving this 
shot, as documented in the Federal Government’s VAERS reporting system. And, because 
VAERS is only a voluntary reporting system, its reports document only 10% of the adverse 
effects of this ineffective and dangerous vaccine. 
  
The measles vaccine that you are forcing on everyone in Williamsburg cannot stop the measles 
outbreak, according to vaccine expert Dr. Gregory Poland of the Mayo Clinic (who is also 
editor of the prestigious medical journal Vaccine). Dr. Poland writes that: “Measles outbreaks 
occur even among highly vaccinated populations, because of primary and secondary vaccine 
failure.” So, according to Dr. Poland, the measles vaccine is a flop! It fails to provide “Herd 
Immunity.” 
  

Enough of your BS—Stop your Pogrom, already.  
Leave Williamsburg alone.  

Go to New Hampshire, and run for President! 
	


